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ABSTRACT
Building performance significantly influences energy use and indoor thermal conditions tied to the quality
of living for its occupants. Therefore, information on building envelopes is essential, especially considering
that envelopes and windows can impact 50% of energy loads in the United States. However, current retrofits
supporting Building Energy Modelling (BEM) tools face multiple barriers, including time consumption and
labor intensity due to manual modeling and calibration processes. This paper proposes using Deep Learning
(DL) -based object detection algorithms to detect building envelope components, more specificlly doors,
and windows, that can be applied to building energy performance analysis, 3D modeling, and assessment
of thermal irregularities. We compare four different versions of the state-of-the-art YOLO V5 model to
identify which version best suits the goal of detecting these building components. Results show that YOLO
V5_X provides the best performance for detection accuracy.
Keywords: object detection, deep learning, BEM, artificial neural networks, building performance
1

INTRODUCTION

Advances in machine learning and computer vision algorithms have enabled the utilization of these models
in 3D reconstruction, urban planning, and building restoration. In the field of building performance
assessment and energy modeling, information on building envelopes is essential, where envelopes and
windows can impact over 50% of energy loads in the United States (U.S. Department of Energy 2014).
Thus, comprehensive and accurate building envelope audits are essential to maximize building energy
savings realized from envelope retrofits. However, current retrofits supporting Building Energy Modelling
(BEM) tools face multiple barriers, including time consumption and labor intensity due to manual modeling
and calibration processes. In addition, identification of building envelope defects is primarily conducted
using manpower, a time-consuming process that can lead to casualties and potentially life-threatening
conditions.
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Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)-based photogrammetry coupled with thermography has been proven
to be efficient in data collection for building thermal envelope performance (Rakha et al. 2018), 3D
mapping, and acquisition of high-resolution images for building façade monitoring (Haala and Kada 2010).
Furthermore, the advances in computation approaches such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN),
particularly Deep Learning (DL), have resulted in significant performance improvement in various
applications, such as object detection and image segmentation (Boonpook et al. 2018). In recent years,
UAV technology and DL methods have been applied for many applications, such as location identification,
vehicle detection (Ammour et al. 2017), and the classification of UAV images at a much higher accuracy
(Liu and Abd-Elrahman 2018). This paper deals with autonomously detecting building envelope
components, namely, doors and windows, from UAV data, using a Deep Learning (DL)-based approach.
The proposed approach extends our previous research that assesses building envelope thermal performance
using aerial thermography data (Bayomi et al., 2021). In this work, we use a deep neural network
architecture to detect envelope doors and windows and classify different thermal anomalies detected in
thermal imaging data, expanding the work of (Kakillioglu, Velipasalar, and Rakha 2018).
Object detection has been gaining increased interest due to its wide range of applications, such as building
façade parsing, autonomous vehicles, drone image analysis, robotics development, and transportation
surveillance (Jiao et al., 2019). Numerous computer vision methods have been examined for building façade
parsing (Liu et al. 2020) and façade 3D reconstruction (Hu et al. 2020). For the detection of envelope doors
and windows, Sun et al. have proposed an approach for window detection through surveillance videos to
determine the windows opening based on the luminance factor in image data (Sun, Lin, and Li, 2021). The
method relies on standard image processing using window features and luminance to detect window
openings. With the advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI), DL-based detection algorithms have been
widely applied to extract complex features with high detection accuracy. Object detection approaches using
DL can be classified into two main categories (Jiao et al. 2019): i) One-stage detection algorithms such as
the You Only Look Once (YOLO) series (Redmon et al. 2016) and Single Shot Detector (SSD) (Liu et al.
2016), and ii) two-stage detection algorithm, including Region-based Convolutional Network (R-CNN)
(Girshick et al. 2014) and fast R-CNN (Girshick 2015).
This paper uses the YOLO algorithm to detect doors and windows in RGB data collected from UAVs. We
compare the performance of multiple versions of YOLO v5, a state-of-the-art object detector, to predict the
locations of windows and doors. The following section presents an overview of previous applications of
numerous DL approaches in object detection, emphasizing the architecture and development of YOLO
algorithms and their application in object detection. YOLO model is specifically chosen as it has a very
close accuracy to EfficientDet (which is known to surpass other object detection algorithms like Faster
RCNN and Single Shot Detectors (SSD)), but with a much higher speed (approximately ten times faster).
In addition, YOLO algorithms can be scaled up without affecting the speed as much as to SSD.
2

RELATED WORK

Object detection is the process of identifying an object in an image with its classification and localization
(Khan et al., 2020). Object detection has been widely used in numerous applications, yet it's considered one
of the most challenging fields in computer vision. Several studies have proposed deep learning networks as
a backbone for object detection and feature extraction either from image data or videos (Alzaabi et al.,
2020). There are numerous domains in object detection, such as scene text detection, face detection, multicategories detection, and edge detection (Khan et al., 2020). With advances in computational capacity, the
development of numerous Convolution Neural Networks (CNN), and deep learning (DL), object detection
has progressed in speed and accuracy. DL is a family of models that consists of multiple matrices, and each
matrix is called a layer. When training data is introduced to these models, the values of the matrices keep
changing until the model matches the training data and its corresponding labels. This process is called
learning and usually happens on multiple iterations (each iteration is a complete cycle in which the model
gets exposed to every data point in the training data). The number of iterations varies significantly according
to the model structure and the training data size. CNN is a proposed iteration on deep learning models in
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which the model uses convolutional filters on the image in the middle layers. The convolutional layers give
the model a great advantage since, for a given pixel, only the nearby pixels take attention. Thus it saves the
model unnecessary operations with irrelevant pixels. Consequently, the model will do fewer mathematical
operations and become faster.
The first object detection model was introduced in 2001, called the Viola-Jones detector; it was adopted by
many computer vision libraries and primarily used for face detection (Viola and Jones 2001). The first DLbased object detector was the Overfeat Network which was introduced in 2014 using Convolution Neural
Networks (CNNs) (Sermanet et al. 2014). Using CNNs in object detection has introduced new network
architecture that immensely assisted in advancing the state-of-the-art.
There are two types of object detectors, a one-stage detector and a two-stage detector. The two-stage
detector performs detection over two steps. The first step is called the Region Proposal Step, which
generates a set of regions in an image with a high probability of containing an object. The second step is
the Object Detection Step, which uses the output regions as an input to perform the final detection and
classification. The one-stage detectors combine these two steps and detect an object and its class directly
from an image, making them more efficient and suitable for real-time detection applications (Jiao et al.,
2019).
2.1 Two-Stage Detectors
Since 2012, object detection models have witnessed significant breakthroughs with the introduction of RCNN, which improved detection accuracy by 30% over previous models (Chahal and Dey 2018). R-CNN
was first proposed by Girshick (2014), where its architecture is based on three main modules: region
proposal, vector transformation, and classification. The first module generates region proposals that are
independent of any category. The second module extracts feature vectors from each region proposal to
classify objects in a single image. Finally, the third module is the bounding box progressor that conducts
the final prediction and classification. A year later, a faster version of R-CNN was introduced, Faster RCNN (Girshick 2015). In Faster R-CNN, features are extracted from an input image. Then, the regions of
interest are passed through a pooling layer to get the size features used as an input for the bounding box
regressor to complete the final classification. In the R-CNN method, trained CNNs are used to classify the
object area to decide if it belongs to an object (Chen and Huang 2014), while Faster R-CNN uses a VGG16based network for feature extraction (Shlezinger et al. 2020). An extension of Faster R-CNN is Mask RCNN which is mainly used for segmentation problems (R-cnn et al. 2020). Mask R-CNN adds a Fully
Convolutional Network (FCN) branch to predict segmentation masks for each region of interest (RoI)
alongside the existing branch for classification and bounding boxes. Thus, it is considered more accurate
for object detection.
2.2 One-Stage Detectors
After Faster R-CNN, Redmon et al. (2016) introduced a one-stage object detector YOLO (You Only Look
Once). The main idea of YOLO is it can provide real-time detection of full images using a faster pipeline
by predicting less than 100 bounding boxes per image compared to 2000 region proposals in R-CNN. Since
then, there has been an incremental upgrade to the YOLO model by integrating ResNet50 (He et al. 2016)
and Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) (Lin et al. 2017) till the YOLO version (3) (Redmon and Farhadi
2018). YOLO deals with object detection as a regression problem where it extracts features from an image
to directly predict the probability of a class. The basic structure of the YOLO model is based on an end-toend pipeline, where an input image is divided into an SxS grid, and each cell is used to predict the object
centered in that cell. The prediction process is performed by examining the center of the semantic
component in each cell. Each grid produces a B bounding box with a confidence score of 𝜒 (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Left, Conceptual structure of YOLO model, Right, parameters of the model (based on (Redmon
et al. 2016).
The confidence score of each predicted class is calculated using the following equation:
𝜒 = 𝑃𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑖 × 𝑄𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑖

(1)

P is the probability of detected object in a bounding box B with an accuracy score 𝑄 to account for the
fitness between the predicted box and target object. There is an N bounding box for every image, and each
bounding box is defined by four parameters (Figure 2). The dimensions of the bounding box are determined
by w, h, and x,y represents the coordinates of the upper left corner of each bounding box. After the basic
YOLO version, YOLO v2 and YOLO v3 came out. YOLO v3 uses three-scale feature maps to predict the
bounding box and provides a more robust feature extractor using Darknet-53 inspired by ResNet (Redmon
and Farhadi 2018). Another one-stage detector is Deconvolutional Single Shot Detector (DSSD) (Fu et al.
2017) which uses ResNet-101 as the backbone and adds additional prediction and deconvolution modules
to the detection pipeline. The primary purpose of the deconvolution module is to increase feature maps'
resolution, where a prediction module follows each deconvolution module to enable the prediction of
objects with varying sizes.
2.3 Multi-level Detector
In addition to one-stage and two-stage detectors, numerous studies have developed detection algorithms
that use multi-layer representation methods to achieve more accurate feature expression (Gao, Wen, and
Liu, 2017; Hou et al., 2019; Li and Yu, 2016; Shen et al. 2018). One example is ResNet-50, where a threelayer deep convolution feature is used for small object detection (Ren, Zhu, and Xiao 2018). Also, Feature
Pyramid Network (FPN) proposed in (Lin et al. 2017) used a multi-scale feature fusion method to improve
the performance of small object detections. The main advantage of the multi-scale is that it can provide
more semantic information that improves overall detection accuracy, especially for small objects (Kong et
al. 2016).
In this paper, we chose to look into a one-stage detector to deal with doors and windows detection in facades'
image data. The geometrical features of doors and windows are relatively simple; however, the data size
can be large, leading to more computational time. Thus, we will examine the performance of multiple onestage YOLO v5 detectors in detecting building envelope components for accuracy, precision, and speed
using data collected from UAVs and handheld cameras.
3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Numerous research studies have focused on extracting and segmenting buildings' envelopes using
photogrammetry and computer vision techniques. In the field of detecting building envelope objects from
images, numerous models have been developed using deep learning techniques such as Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) (Graves et al. 2008) and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) (Krizhevsky, Sutskever,
and Hinton 2012). These models have been widely used due to their detection accuracy and assisted in
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numerous fields, such as object detection (Girshick et al. 2016) and image clustering and classification
(Chan et al. 2015), yet their detection rate has been slow. The trade-off between speed and accuracy is still
an open problem: a more complex model with higher accuracy will be slower. Thus, in this research,
multiple versions of YOLO V5 models with different sizes are compared in terms of accuracy (MAP: mean
average precision) and speed (FPS: frames per second).
3.1 Model Architecture
In YOLO V5 (Zhu et al. 2021), the detection of small objects has been improved significantly, making it
suitable for detecting semantic objects with repeating structures such as windows and doors in building
facades. Hence, we adopt the YOLO v5 model as the main algorithm for object detection from RGB and
IR images captured from UAVs or handheld thermal cameras. The architecture of the YOLO model is a
convolutional neural network that consists of a backbone: CSPDarknet, Neck: PANet, and Head: Yolo
layer, as shown in Figure 2. Also, YOLO V5 can process images in real-time at 78 FPS with fewer false
positives in the background (Redmon and Farhadi 2018). Furthermore, since doors and windows are
considered semantic objects with varying sizes and poses, YOLO V5 is most suitable for overcoming this
problem by incorporating multi-scale fusion (Lin et al. 2017) to detect objects with good adaptability to
changes in object sizes.

Figure 2: Network architecture of YOLO model.
3.2 CycleGAN
Since IR image annotation is not readily available in the literature, we propose to use the CycleGAN model
to improve the detection of building envelope objects in the IR spectrum. CycleGAN is an image-to-image
translation algorithm capable of transforming the domain of an image by learning to map between an input
image and an output image through a training dataset of aligned pairs (Zhu et al., 2017). The structure of
the CycleGAN model is based on using two datasets as input, and through training, the model learns to
transform between two domains of the datasets. In this paper, we use CycleGAN to transfer the RGB dataset
to its IR replica to improve the detection capabilities in the IR spectrum. Even though it is impossible to
infer the temperature from RGB, copying the same color patterns will be sufficient as a training data set for
the YOLO model. The CycleGAN implemented here consists of two generators and two discriminators, as
shown in Figure 3 below. Each generator consists of three convolution blocks, nine residual blocks, and
three convolution transposed blocks. The discriminator consists of multiple CNN filters as it implements
the patch GAN strategy.
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Figure 3: CycleGAN structure based on (Zhu et al. 2017).
3.3 Dataset
This paper aims to detect various building envelope components, specifically doors, and windows, in the
image data of buildings using a one-stage object detection model. In the study, we selected a representative
dataset of single-family and multi-family residential buildings in Boston, Massachusetts, where we defined
doors and windows as the detection targets. The dataset consists of 3000 raw images split into training and
testing datasets at a ratio of 98:2. In addition, we separated the validation dataset from the training dataset
to fine-tune the model detection performance.
3.4 Image Acquisition
In object detection problems, the quality and quantity of the dataset are considered decisive factors for the
model and thus will significantly affect the accuracy of the detection and the generalization of the model.
Unfortunately, available datasets for object detection applications are limited in the context of buildings'
doors and windows, especially considering the variety. In this paper, we obtained the dataset using a
handheld thermal camera and a standard professional camera for higher resolution images, all captured at
a perpendicular angle to the façade from the ground floor level at a distance that covers the entire façade
area. Several images of building facades were collected, including images captured under different lighting
conditions and obstacle occurrences (trees, cars, humans). Images covered six types of windows and four
types of doors widely found in residential buildings in the U.S. We chose to capture the dataset with noise
occurrences to improve the model detection performance in situations where visual obstacles may be found.
3.5 Image Pre-processing and Annotation
For the dataset collected with the handheld thermal camera, the different formats and resolutions between
RGB and IR images may cause the target detection network not to read the images during training. Thus,
we used high-resolution RGB images to create their IR replica using the CycleGAN model (Figure 4). Data
in .jpg are retained as the standard dataset for the detection model training. All images are normalized to a
standard size for model training. Next, training datasets were labeled for two categories; windows and
doors, as XML files that carry the number of objects, object category, and target bounding box's four
coordinates.
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Figure 4: CycleGAN model output for RGB and IR replicas using the original collected data set.
4

RESULTS

4.1 Parameter Setting and Training Method of CycleGAN
CycleGAN is used to transform the style of the image from one format to another. This paper uses two data
formats: RGB and IR. For the model to be well trained to transform a given image from one format to
another (RGB to IR or vice versa), two datasets (IR image dataset and RGB image dataset) need to be
provided. In our case, the RGB dataset contains 2940 RGB images, and the IR dataset contains 1989 IR
images. The training was carried out in batches of images; each batch contained five images.
The CycleGAN model consists of two generators for each image format (GIR, GRGB) and two discriminators
(DIR, DRGB). The GIR and GRGB correspond to the generators that generate IR images and RGB images,
respectively. DIR and DRGB represent the discriminators for GIR and GRGB, respectively. In this paper, the
objective function is defined as:
𝐿𝑜𝑏𝑗 (𝐺𝑅𝐺𝐵 , 𝐺𝐼𝑅 , 𝐷𝑅𝐺𝐵 , 𝐷𝐼𝑅 ) = 𝜆𝐿𝐶𝑦𝑐 (𝐺𝑅𝐺𝐵 , 𝐺𝐼𝑅 ) + 𝐿𝐺𝐴𝑁 (𝐺𝑅𝐺𝐵 , 𝐷𝑌𝐼𝑅 , 𝑋𝑅𝐺𝐵 , 𝑌𝐼𝑅 ) +
𝐿𝐺𝐴𝑁 (𝐺𝐼𝑅 , 𝐷𝑌𝑅𝐺𝐵 , 𝑋𝐼𝑅 , 𝑌𝑅𝐺𝐵 )

+ +
(2)

where 𝜆=10.
The loss function of the CycleGAN is composed of cycle loss and adversarial loss. For a given generator
that converts X → Y and a given discriminator, the adversarial loss is calculated using the following
equation:
𝐿𝐺𝐴𝑁 (𝐺, 𝐷𝑌 , 𝑋, 𝑌) = 𝐸𝑦~𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎(𝑦) (𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐷𝑌 (𝑦)) + 𝐸𝑥~𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎(𝑥) (𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − 𝐷𝑌 (𝐺(𝑥)))
Given two generators, G and F, the cycle loss is defined as:
𝐿𝐶𝑦𝑐 (𝐺, 𝐹) = 𝐸𝑦~𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎(𝑦) (|𝐺(𝐹(𝑦)) − 𝑦|) + 𝐸𝑥~𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎(𝑥) (|𝐹(𝐺(𝑥)) − 𝑥|)

(3)

(4)

Regarding the optimizer parameters, the learning rate was set to 0.0002, and the betas were set to 0.5 and
0.999, respectively. The value of losses is reported for each 50-gradient update. Figure 5 represents the
cycle loss across the gradient updates of each generative model.
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Figure 5: The cycle loss across the gradient updates in the CycleGAN model.
4.2 YOLO Model Performance
The YOLO V5 model was built in PyTorch, and we divided the data into 98% (2940 images) for training
and 2% (60 images) for testing. To assess how precise the output is, we adopted the assessment method in
(Hu et al. 2020b; Rahmani and Mayer 2018), where we account for every classified pixel as either False
Positive (FP) or True Positive (TP), and the precision equals to TP/(TP+FP)The total calculated precision
was 0.93. To assess the precision of the object detection, we tested the model with different resolutions and
layout configurations, and the model performed well with low-resolution images captured by the FLIR
camera. Figure 6 shows the results of the detected doors and windows using the testing data set. The orange
frame represents the detected windows, and the red frame denotes detected doors. During the training
process, we optimized the loss function using the following equation:
2

𝑜𝑏𝑗
2
𝜆𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑑 ∑𝑆𝑖=0 ∑𝐵𝑗=0 𝑑𝑖𝑗 [(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥̂𝑖 )2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̂)
𝑖 ]+
2

2

𝑜𝑏𝑗
𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑗
2
2
𝜆𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑑 ∑𝑆𝑖=0 ∑𝐵𝑗=0 𝑑𝑖𝑗 [(√𝑤𝑖 − √𝑤
̂)
+ (√ℎ𝑖 − √ℎ̂𝑖 )2 ] + 𝜆𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑑 ∑𝑆𝑖=0 ∑𝐵𝑗=0 𝑑𝑖𝑗
[(𝑐𝑖 − 𝑐̂)
+
𝑖
𝑖
2

2
∑𝑠𝑖=0 𝑑𝑖𝑜𝑏𝑗 ∑𝑐 𝜖 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠(𝑝𝑖 (𝑐) − 𝑝̂
𝑖 (𝑐))

(5)

Where, in a given cell 𝑖, the coordinates of the center of the bounding box B are denoted as (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) to the
𝑜𝑏𝑗
bounds of the grid cell with normalized width 𝑤𝑖 and height ℎ𝑖 relative to the image size. 𝑑𝑖 represents
𝑜𝑏𝑗
the existence of an object, 𝑐𝑖 is the confidence of detection and 𝑑𝑖𝑗 specifies that the jth bounding box
performed prediction. The loss function penalizes classification errors only if an object is located in that
grid cell i. Next, we assign a binary variable 𝜖 [0,1] to represent the state of the selected attributes in each
bounding box.

Figure 6: Door and window detection results obtained on our testing data set.
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4.3 Comparative Models and Performance Assessment
In this paper, we compared four different versions of YOLO V5 that vary in size and performance to identify
the best performing version for the envelope object detection task, where YOLOV5 Nano is the smallest
in size and < YOLOV5 Small < YOLOV5 Medium < YOLOV5_X, which is considered the most
prominent version in size. Furthermore, we compare the output of each version based on two training
datasets: RGB image data and IR image data, to validate the model performance for two different data
formats. The primary objective function is based on three key parameters. First is the binary cross-entropy
(BCE) loss, which is a classification loss defined as:
𝐵𝐶𝐸 = 𝑦𝑖 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑦𝑖 ) + (1 − 𝑦𝑖 ) ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − 𝑦𝑖 )
(6)
Second, the box validation (L1 loss) represents the mean absolute difference between the dimensions of the
prediction and the original box of a given component (either a door or a window). Finally, the mean Average
Precision score (mAP) compares the ground-truth bounding box to the detected box. We set the mAP score
at confidence 50% for a given prediction. Table 1 compares the performance of the different YOLO V5
versions trained on the IR dataset. YOLO V5 model has multiple versions; each version varies in size from
the others. From the analysis, we found that YOLO V5_X is the best performing version for how tight the
predictions are. Also, YOLO V5_X is the model with the highest number of parameters and the slowest
inference speed.
Table 1: Performance of different YOLO V5 versions on the IR data.
Training on the
IR data

Best
validation
box loss
(L1)

Best
validation
classification
loss (BCE)

Best mAP
at 0.5
confidence

Inference
speed on
V100 b32

GPU
Memory on
batch = 5

Number of
parameters
( in Millions)

Nano model

0.03

0.0056

0.846

0.6 ms

1.9 Gb

1.766

Small model

0.029

0.0046

0.863

0.9 ms

3.48 Gb

7.025

Medium model

0.027

0.00501

0.843

1.7 ms

6.25 Gb

20.87

X model

0.026

0.00505

0.851

4.8 ms

14.3 Gb

86.22

Table 2 compares the performance of different YOLO V5 versions in prediction based on RGB image data
training. It can be noted that YOLO V5_X is also the best performing model for prediction tightness. Figure
7 represents the performance of four YOLO versions across the three performance parameters (L1, BEC,
mAP) for both RGB and IR datasets across each training cycle.
Table 2: Performance of different YOLO V5 versions on RGB data.
Training on the
RGB data

Best
Best
Best MAP at
validation
validation
0.5
box loss classification confidence
(L1)
loss (BCE)

Inference
speed on
V100 b32

GPU
Memory on
batch = 5

Number of
parameters
(in Millions)

Nano model

0.0276

0.0046

0.859

0.6 ms

1.9 Gb

1.766

Small model

0.0273

0.0046

0.873

0.9 ms

3.48 Gb

7.025

Medium model

0.026

0.004

0.868

1.7 ms

6.25 Gb

20.87

X model

0.0242

0.0043

0.885

4.8 ms

14.3 Gb

86.22
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Figure 7: The performance of the four YOLO versions across training epochs.
5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Building envelopes hold substantial energy efficiency and heat risk mitigation opportunities, especially in
the residential sector. However, the lack of sufficient information on the performance of existing buildings
makes it difficult to assess the impact of retrofit strategies on facing heat exposure risks. As a result, it
makes tackling building envelope improvements quite challenging. This paper examines different versions
of YOLO object detection models, in terms of detection performance and inference speed, to detect doors
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and windows from RGB and IR image data. Providing an accurate method to detect building envelope
components can inform other applications such as building envelope audit, deterioration detection,
classification, and Building Energy Modelling (BEM).
More specifically, we have compared the performance of four versions of the state-of-the-art YOLO v5
model to examine which version is best suited for envelope object detection. We used real-world data
collected with various image interference and noise occurrence to train the models. In addition, the dataset
contained a rich collection of window and door types constructed for training and testing the model. The
study showed that YOLO V5_X outperforms other versions of YOLO V5 in detection accuracy, as
explained in this paper. Also, YOLO V5_X provides an improved capability to overcome obstacles in the
image dataset. This was achieved by training the model using images taken across different times of the
day to accommodate different lighting conditions. In addition, the advantage of YOLOV5_X compared to
other models is the large number of parameters, hence more mathematical operations per image and thus
more accuracy with complex images.
The work presented in this paper will help provide building energy modelers with more accurate façade
information in situations with limited access to façade drawings. Also, the proposed approach of windows
and door detection can be used in constructing a window-to-wall ratio that can be beneficial for building
energy modeling and performance simulation. Another key advantage of the proposed approach is the
classification of thermal anomalies detected in the infrared image data. For example, detected thermal
anomalies close to doors or windows can have a higher probability of being considered infiltration or
exfiltration. Thus, providing the capacity to detect building components autonomously will assist in thermal
anomaly classification problems and automated workflow development of anomaly detection and
diagnosis.
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